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Facebook
With Facebook, you have 
the choice of a fan page 
or a group. Fan pages are 
best for most magazines 
because the items you post 
show up in fans’ news feeds. 
Groups, however, offer the 
advantage of being able to 
contact members directly, 
e.g., to invite them to events. 
See Best Health Magazine 
as an example of the former 
and Spacing Magazine as 
an example of the latter.
Note that Facebook values fan 
pages with high levels of inter-
action—the more you and your 
readers discuss posted items, 
the more often you’ll show up in 
news feeds.

Twitter
While many magazines use 
Twitter as a glorified RSS feed, 
the best way to use it is to 
interact with readers on a 
personal level. Share stories, 
post links (not just from your 
site), answer people’s questions 
(whether addressed to you 
or not) and—key for many 
magazines—give your followers 
behind-the-scenes access.

Flare’s Lisa Tant, @lisatant, 
for example, and Fashion’s 
whole team, @fashioncanada, 
used Twitter to share their 
experiences at Fashion Week 
in Milan with their readers.

YouTube
Small video budget? Let 
Google’s servers handle the 
back end by hosting your 
videos on YouTube. You 
can then embed the videos 
on your own site as well as 
organize them on YouTube 
itself by creating your own 
channel. Truck News, for 
example, has a YouTube 
channel for its Transportation 
Matters video series.

Flickr
Flickr is a popular image-sharing 
community that can be a 
great resource for magazines. 
Toronto website blogto.com, 
for example, has a Flickr 
group that photographers 
can join and submit photos 
to (there were over 77,000 
at the time of writing). Editors 
will then feature selected 
photos on the site, creating 
content for them and giving free 
publicity to the photographers.

Why should magazines get involved?
Remember when the only way your readers could interact with you was by handwritten letter, or perhaps phoning your customer 
service department? Those days are long gone. Today’s readers have high expectations concerning engagement. Not only 
do they want to comment on your site and send you email, but they also expect to be able to converse with you outside your 
own media properties, in the “places” where they spend their time. And if you’re not there, someone else will be. Interacting 
with readers in the social media sphere offers many benefits, including:

• Immediate conversations with readers: ask and answer questions, solicit feedback, gather letters for the next issue, get  
  to know the people who read your magazine and website;
• Building brand awareness and reminding infrequent or potential readers what your magazine and brand are about;
• Extending your brand personality and the personalities of your editors and staff;
• Assessing levels of interest in story ideas;
• Finding sources and creating UGC.

How to do social media well
One of the most fascinating aspects of social media is how each medium develops its own culture; social norms on Twitter, for 
instance, are different than those on Facebook. Therefore, proper research is crucial to success in the social media space. 
First and foremost, always remember that “social” is more important than “media.” Interactions and conversations at a 
personal level are the point of the game. Don’t leave this out in a rush to be everywhere at once.
Second, make it personal. Don’t have faceless, nameless social media accounts—have one or two staff members running 
the show and let them interact with people on a one-to-one level. If more want to participate, find a way to let them do so 
without sacrificing the personalities.
And third, do it well or don’t do it at all. There are countless social media platforms online, and you don’t have to participate 
in all of them. Pick one or two to start with, learn them well and move forward from there. Example: if you’re on Twitter and a 
reader asks you a question, you’d better be there to respond. Ignoring interaction is worse than not being in the space at all.

How to get started
Solicit your staff: at least one of them is sure to be using social media already and will have suggestions on how you can use 
it. Come up with a plan, and make sure the social media tools you choose are part of someone’s daily responsibilities. (An 
aside: Even if you don’t use all the new tools, it’s worth signing up to secure an account under your brand name.) 
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Social media is an evolving term, but it generally refers to sites and tools on the web that allow for 
varying degrees of interactivity between content creators and consumers, even to the point where 
the line between the two is blurred or nonexistent. It can include everything from comments and ratings 
on your site’s articles to forums, blogs and user-generated content (UGC); but the term is most 
frequently used to describe community-oriented web services such as Facebook, Twitter, YouTube, 
Digg, Delicious, LinkedIn or Flickr.


